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While many companies already have computer systems, many
do not have the opportunity to realize their full potential.
Multibase aim to help companies achieve the full potential of a
computer system. To this end all of their products are extremely
comprehensive, simple to use and understand.
Multibase has recently developed a new database system for
ARCA. This database will keep records of the ARCA members,
the training courses they attend and print training data cards
and certificates.
In response to requests from companies within the asbestos
industry Multibase has designed and built a computer system
specifically with asbestos removal companies in mind. The
database contains many features extremely relevant to the
industry and incorporates them in a relatively inexpensive
system which has no hidden extras or follow up payment once
a system has been tailor made to your needs and
specifications.

ASBESTOS
COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

Enquiries:

Easy to use enquiry system, multiple quote capability
for each enquiry detailing site and job description.

Assign costs to each Job including Wages, Hire, Plant,
Stock, Waste and Other costs. Complete financial
reporting analysis in addition to measured term
contract capabilities.

Jobs:

Employees:

Stock &
Plant:

What should you expect from the purchase and installation of
a Database?
The principle advantage to acquiring a database system will be
a saving on time as well as financial savings, as many things
can be instantly dealt with by a database. For example how
much time and effort is expended keeping track of employees
medical records and dates their medical certificates are due for
renewal? Or how easy is it to track individual items of stock
and plant and ensure they receive regular servicing or renewal?
With a Multibase system a warning will automatically appear
each day as the system starts and warn you of any situation
that requires your attention.
The database also has the ability to hold easily accessible
records for both clients and employees. Using a Multibase
database you will easily be able to access your clients details
for current and previous jobs whilst at the same time the
addition of new clients can be handled in minutes and
immediately stored onto the system, giving if need be multiple
contact details for each client.

Full employee medical history including advanced
warning of two yearly medical examination.
Employee training courses and full asbestos exposure
record detailing total fibre hours per location at the
touch of a button. **New Respirator Features**
Service history of all plant items, automatically warns
when individual items require servicing. Track job
history of each piece of plant including current
location.

A dedicated computer system for the Asbestos removal
industry, can be easily adapted to your specific requirements.
Prices from £1,500 + VAT
Free Demo version available on CD or down-load from our
WWW Site. **Demolition Database Available**
Contact: Mr Ian Sexton
Tel: 01223 573432 Fax: 01223 501945
E-Mail:ian@multibase.co.uk

Internet: www.multibase.co.uk
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Caswell Environmental Services Ltd using the Multibase Asbestos
Database. Mr Lee Caswell said: “Faster and more efficient procurement
and sales service, which will see improved profit margins and cost
savings to both company and client.”

Employee screen on the Multibase Asbestos Removal Database System.

The employees record is equally easy to access, use and
update. This record contains not only the basic details, name,
date of birth etc, but also unique functions to keep track of
employee medical records and as already stated will flash up a
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warning when a medical is due. This coupled with the systems
ability to calculate the total fibre hours for each employee, and
print off an accumulated exposure report for any twelve week
period has already proved it's worth within the industry.
Similarly the system can be used to record employee safety
and training courses and prompt you if any safety certificates
etc, are due for renewal.
The Multibase system also encompasses a plant report which
not only keeps track of each individual item of plant, its
whereabouts, availability and service record, but will also
prompt you when servicing is required for individual items. A
similar report is included which deals with the whereabouts and
service history of respirators again producing a warning when
any item nears its required service date.
Stock control is another feature of the Multibase system. It
offers automatic stock figure adjustment as items are assigned
to jobs, or returned from jobs and allows an immediate stock
take to be carried out and printed off, at any point in time.
On the more clerical side the Multibase system will deal rapidly
with the entry of enquiries into the system noting the enquiry
date, job description and site details. It is then easily possible to
produce multiple quotes for a single enquiry. At the point a
quote is accepted the click of a single button will turn it into an
active job.
The system facilities also enable you to produce rapid cost
break downs for jobs, covering items such as wages, plant hire,
stock, waste charges etc, then view or print a full analysis
including expected profit from each job.
A frequently required innovation is the ability to prepare
measured term contracts for clients with the ability to group a
number of jobs under one contract, a facility which comes into
it's own when you have contracts with local authorities or such
organizations.
The system can be used for basic clerical work such as
producing labels for mail shots.
Multibase already supplies systems for a number of the
industries leading companies. It is possible to tailor make a
system that meets the requirements of particular companies,
the basic database is supplied with 15 built in standard reports.
The system is fully net workable allowing you to use several
PCs on the same system and gives quick and easy access to all
records stored.
Once installed, Multibase will provide on site staff training if
required, which is supplemented by a complete and
comprehensive help file built into the system. A full after sales
technical support system exists for all Multibase customers
which ensures they get the best service possible, and a peace
of mind seldom to be found where computer systems are
concerned.
Multibase currently carry out work for ARCA and other
companies within the Asbestos industry. Their inside knowledge
adds greatly to the ease with which they can understand and
tailor a package to the need of the individual. They also supply
and design a range of other dedicated databases including one
for the demolition industry.

The Multibase Demolition Database in use at Clifford Devlin Ltd

If you are interested in finding out more about Multibase
systems and how they can help you, contact:
MULTIBASE
Mr Ian Sexton
Tel: 01223 573432 Fax: 01223 501945
E-Mail: ian@multibase.co.uk Internet: www.multibase.co.uk
A demo version is available on free CD ROM from the address
above or can be down loaded from our internet site.
The price of the basic asbestos database system is
£1,500 + VAT.

ASBESTOS COLLECTION
AND DISPOSAL
ROLL ON – ROLL OFF SKIP HIRE
OPEN AND CLOSED CONTAINERS, 16 - 40 cu. yard
LOCAL AUTHORITY LICENCED WASTE CARRIERS

WASTE TRANSFER STATION
ASBESTOS CEMENT ROOFING
SHEETS GUTTERS AND DOWN
PIPES
DAILY COLLECTION SERVICE
TO ALL AREAS
BAGGING AND WRAPPING
SERVICE AVAILABLE

CHEMICAL TREATMENT AND
DISPOSAL, LABORATORY
SMALLS, MERCURY
SPILLAGE, FLOURESCENT
LIGHT, TYRES, CYLINDERS,
CONTAMINATED SOIL.
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PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS

City Special Waste Ltd
FOR A QUOTE CALL OUR FREE PHONE NUMBER

0800 614371
OR ALTERNATIVELY
MR. T. MATHIAS
MR. C. PARSONS YOUNG

SKIP HIRE MANAGER
TRANSFER STATION MANAGER

07970 137706
07970 137703

11 MARTIN ROAD, TREMORFA IND. EST., TREMORFA, CARDIFF.
TEL: (029) 2045 3123 FAX: (029) 2045 7920
www.cityspecialwaste.co.uk

E-Mail: all@cityspecialwaste.co.uk
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